Coaches:

- Dress code for the event will be the same dress code required for high school bowling matches.
- Teams must be comprised of bowlers from the same high school bowling program. Mixed teams are permitted but must compete in the boys division of the tournament.
- You can check in your teams from 8:30 –8:45am.
- You will receive a score sheet/roster combination. Please list your starters & subs for Round #1 (regulation games of 5-person teams). Your bowlers must bowl in the order they are listed on your score sheet. Forms must be completed and turn back in to our tournament office by 9:00 am. Rosters must contain a minimum of five (5) players and a maximum of eight (8) players.
- A team statistician must be appointed for your team. Each statistician will transfer the bowler & team scores from the overhead monitors to the score sheet. This score sheet will serve as the official tournament scoring document and must be initialed after each game by the statistician from the other team on your pair of lanes.
- Teams will be permitted to practice on any of the competition field’s lanes during the 15 minute practice period.
- All regulation games will be bowled with five players. Substitutions are permitted during regulation games; Each team will bowl two( 2) games during the regulation round. Teams will cross lanes during this round. The house will be split based on the size of the field (i.e., 16 teams in the division will use lanes 33-48).
- Team statisticians are expected to turn their final regulation game scores with all scores tallied and initialed to the tournament office immediately upon completion of the regulation games. At that time they will pick up the score sheet/roster for the Baker games.
- A short break will occur for tournament director to calculate scores and give out seedings. Baker games will start immediately after seedings are given out. Teams are expected to return promptly to resume competition timely.
- All teams will advance to Round #2 (Baker game block) of the competition. Teams will be paired based on their seed number. Teams will bowl Baker game matches of a maximum of three games with the team winning two of the three games advancing to the next Baker round. Baker rounds continue until there are two teams remaining that will bowl for the championship. Teams WILL NOT cross lanes during this round but will move the other lane in their pair after each game (i.e., starting baker lane #33 – bowl game one on lane 33; game two on lane 34; bowl game three on lane 33. The house will be split in the same manner as the regulation games. Baker format will be a one and out format
- Awards will be guaranteed to teams in each division for 1st and 2nd with the opportunity for a 3rd place award based on tournament entries. All Tournament Team awards will be presented to the top five bowlers in the boys and girls divisions based on total individual pinfall during regulation round (min 2 games bowled) in case of a tie person with highest individual game breaks the tie. Awards will be presented approximately 30 minutes after completion of the tournament.
- In the event of a team cancellation the policy for refunds will be at the discretion of the tournament director. Team cancellation requires a 72-hour notification in order to request a refund. The refund rate will be determined based on the expenses already incurred (i.e., awards, etc.) at the time of cancellation.